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and if we scroll through a few more articles, i will have a load of articles here. and they are all spinned differently. and with the same image, the same text, and then different alt tags, and different sources and different videos, we can see that they all done differently. so we have a mix of different mix. and again, from what weve just learnt, we can take some of that and
we can also mix it with some of our own unique spin code; and if we do that, we might have something completely unique. and this is what the unique spin code looks like. this is what yours might look like. so next time you come across this and you want to spinner, just type unique spin code in the top left and you can see what they come up with. so what we can actually
do now is we can go in and find the image url, and we can change the alt tag to actually be the video id. and if we can go back into the elements tab. we can set that to be the embed code. click ok and spin it again. and if we go back into the pre-made article, you can just see that as the best spinner has injected this video into the article already. and so its just a matter of
editing that you can just get videos from anywhere. so we can do the same thing for things like quote areas. if we have a text quote area and we can say, insert our own alt tag here or use from elsewhere. we can just come in here and expand the quote again, expand the quote, and copy over the quote. paste it in here and then we can use it as an alt tag there. so if we go

back to our quote area, we could say, insert alt tag here. so if we open up the best spinner, we can select it all, spin together and then edit it down. now spin again, copy, paste, and edit down. and if we spin it again, it will actually output a large amount of different quote areas in here. we also have text, text, text for when we spin it. and for image positions. so we can
come in here, expand it, and bring in the alt tag, click ok, and it will always show the alt tag here. and we can come in here, bring this down here, and fill it in as the alt tag. so we can see that thats working pretty well. now the last cool feature that comes with best spinner, is its relationship-specific. so this is the relationship of 2 keywords. so if we can come into the best

spinner, click the big checkbox with the keyword search here, that;s a keyword and then spin together. now you can actually come down here, find some words that go together, and you can put them into the relationship list. and theyll always show up in this area. you can even click on these words, and theyll get dragged into the relationship list just like if you were
dragging one word from the generation list in here to the relationships list. so if we go back in here, and we highlight these words, spin together, and edit them. and if we put something like that out there. spinning will actually work out those relationships. so for this particular relationship, if we had a article called, this he sells, well, the he is an e-commerce and sells, and
the this e-commerce, and sell; and we had a word that we spinned together, well, the word sell is in the relationship. so we would wind up with something like this he sells sell it on the website. so that kind of makes sense. now, we can also automatically label each relationship if we spin it together. so if you click in here, this first one, we can say, label these as product. so

if we spin together. it will come back and say, ok, you can remove that label, or it will show up in here. and we can get rid of that as well. so if we just remove that relationship, it will remove the label. now there is one last thing i want to show you.
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we put that in its place we go to over here. so if you just scroll down theres a place, so if we come over here and this is over here as well. this is kind of thesaurus that this is using over here. theres a bullet point up there in the word count. so if we click on the word count, it highlights that for us. so if we click on word count, first we come up and we see that content here.
and if we come over here, and this is where the content is, when we type the word count, its gonna be there. thats what we want to change. now for thesaurus. if we click on over there, we click the button, and this is the button, i click the button over there, and then i click the button, so i click the button over there. and then i say its going to be here and thats where we
want to change. right-click it and put in thesaurus. ok, not put in the other word. ok, so that is saying its there and there. go, next. ok. and you can still go into the settings and make changes. but since i've had this pop up notification for trivia crack multiple times in the last week, i really don't see the point in going into the settings every time. i am looking forward to a

future update that addresses the convenience of the settings and the notifications, and i hope that trivia crack will be able to compete with the most popular trivia apps in the future. depending on how many questions your group takes for you to play, trivia crack can get quite stressful. but i've got to admit, i still enjoy using it, and i've met lots of cool people in the trivia
crack community. by the way, in case you're interested, the twitters name is @triviacrack. so that's the end of this trivia crack review. i hope you enjoyed it, and i hope that you'll get to play trivia crack often. if you have any questions or comments for me, you can contact me via any of the social media links on the screen. i'll see you next time. 5ec8ef588b
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